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The dispersion relations and unitarity conditions yield a simple method for calculating the 
radiative corrections to quantum electrodynamics. A correction to the magnetic moment is 
calculated by taking into account the "cutoff" at high momenta. 

l. Krokhin, Khlebnikov, and the author 1 calculated 
the anomalous moment of the muon, op., withal
lowance for the possible inapplicability of quantum 
electrodynamics in the region of high momenta. 
By introducing the Feynman cutoff factor with end
point momentum Ao, an expression was obtained 
for Op.jp. = (a/27r) ( 1- oF). When ~/A~« 1 
( m,.,. is the muon mass), the deviation from the 
Schwinger correction amounts to 

( 1) 

Recently de Tollis2 called attention to the fact 
that the introduction of cutoff multipliers by other 
methods leads to somewhat different values for oF. 
The purpose of the present note is to derive an ex
pression 6p. with the most illustrative introduction 
of the end-point momentum, so that the numerical 
estimate of the value of the expected effect ls 
facilitated. 

2. The amplitude of interaction between a muon 
and an electromagnetic wave, Aa is characterized 
by two invariant form factors a and b, according 
to the general expression 

Aa = eu(p2){a(t)ra + ~b(t)m;1 (raq- qra)}u(pl) 

= eu (p2) {£a (t) + b (t)J ra- ~ b (t) m;1Pa} U (PI)· (2) 

Here p1 and P2 are the momenta of the muon, 
u (Pi) are the spinor amplitudes, 

The region t < 0 corresponds to the radiation or 
absorption of a wave accompanied by a muon mo
mentum change p1 - p2, while the region t > 4~ 
corresponds to the production or annihilation of a 
pair (with momenta p1 and - p2 ~. The anoma
lous magnetic moment is defined by the quantity 

b (O) = llJ.L I 11· 
To find b ( t ), we use the dispersion relation 

b (t) - _!_ C Im b (t') dt' 
-n.) t'-t ' (3) 

and to calculate Im b( t), we can use the unitarity 

relation 

2Im Aa = ~ \ n I q )* ( n I P1, P2), (4) 
n 

where the first bracket in the right half of the 
equation denotes the amplitude of the transforma
tion of an electromagnetic wave into a certain 
aggregate of particles n, while the second denotes 
the amplitude of the conversion of the pair into 
these particles. 

We assume that for values t <A~ these ampli
tudes can be calculated by using the formulas of 
quantum electrodynamics. If the laws of quantum 
electrodynamics are violated when t > A~, then 
for lack of something better we must cut off the 
integral (3) at the value t 1 = A~ • Here Ao is the 
limiting value of the pair energy, which is anni
hilated according to the laws of quantum electro
dynamics. 

We can now estimate the quantity Ao by com
paring it with the average electromagnetic radius 
(~)1/2 of the nucleon A~ ~ 6/r2. Using the data 
of Hofstadter, 7 R:: 1j3m~, where m7T, is the pion 
mass, we obtain 

1.,2~ 18m2 ~36m2 • (5) 
0 r. 1'-

3. If we confine ourselves to first-order ap
proximation in e2 = a, the states n can only be 
two-particle states (an electron or muon pair). 
Then 

where k1 and - k2 are the momenta of the pair 
components, and < nl Pt• P2 > = < kt, k2 I Pt• P2 > 
is the amplitude of the conversion of an electron 
pair into a muon pair, or the amplitude of scatter
ing of a muon by an antimuon, calculated in the 
first approximation (in a). The summation in (4) 
reduces in this case to summation over the pola
rizations of the particles k1 and k2, and integra
tion over the values of k1 and k2, as permitted 
by the conservation laws. 
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The amplitude of the scattering of a muon by 
an antimuon has the form 

<k~> k2l P1, Pz> =- M + M<a> 

M =IX [u (pz)YpU (kz)][u (k1)rp u (Pl)]/ (k1- Pt)Z, (7) 

Ma> =IX [u (P2) rp u (Pt)l [u(k1) rp u (kz)l It. (8) 

The exchange (annihilation) part ·of this amplitude 
M(a) is independent of p1 and p2• Therefore the 
result of its substitution in (4) will not contain p 
and will make no contribution to Im b. The ampli
tude of the conversion of an electron pair into a 
muon pair is also of the form (8), and this proc
ess likewise does not contribute to Im b. We note 
that the corresponding terms in the amplitude Au 
are usually not related to the vertex part r a• but 
are described as an effect of vacuum polarization 
(ITa)· Thus, if we represent the amplitude Aa in 
the form 

then the form factor b will be contained only in 
r a• and for its calculation it is enough to take into 
account in (3) only the amplitude M. 

Substituting in (4) the expressions (6) and (8), 
we obtain 

Im ra =-in\ YP (k2 + m,.) ra (kl + m,.) r/l (ki-m~) 6 (k~ 
• 2 

1-Jmp. 

mz) d4ktd'k• = _ ~ \ "(p (k 2 
p. (kt-Pt)2 8 .Jit (I- 4m~) • 2 

-(1--4m,.) 

, dv 
+m) ra (kl + m) "(p ' t 4 2 ' 

V-t- - miL 

(9) 

where v = ( k1 + k2 ) ( p1 + P2). We note that this 
expression can be obtained from the Feynman di
agram for the vertex part, by replacing the prod
uct of the Green's function of the muons by double 
the product of their imaginary parts. 3 

From (9) we obtain 
4m2 

Imb(f)=~ "' 
4 Yt (I- 4m~) 

( 10) 

This gives, after substitution in (3), 
A~ ,---::-

b(0)=_!_\ lmb(t)dt=~"'/ 1 _4m~ 
Jt J t 2Jt v /..2 ' 

0 0 
4m~ 

that is, 

(11) 

1 - 6F = V 1- 4m~ I t,~. ( 12) 

Using estimate (5), we obtain oF~ 0.06. 

4. The anomalous magnetic moment of the elec
tron, with allowance for the finiteness of :..0 (ref
erence 4) can be calculated by the same method. 
This yields 

(13) 

where me is the electron mass. 
In view of the smallness of me, this correction 

can be taken into account only with the radiative 
corrections on the order of a 2 and a 3 • At the 
present time only the correction of order a 2 has 
been calculated. It corresponds to taking into 
account also three-particle states (a pair plus a 
photon). Here 

2 Im Aa =~(raM+ CB), 

where r a is the vertex part, M is the amplitude 
of scattering of an electron by an electron, calcu
lated with allowance for the first radiative correc
tions, C is the amplitude of the Compton effect, 
and B is the amplitude of the bremsstrahlung on 
the electron (the last two in the first approxima
tion). 

For calculation of order a 3, it is necessary to 
take into account four-particle states (a pair plus 
two photons and two pairs). We have 

2 Im Aa = ~(raM+ CB + CuBu + BP +CuD}, 

where Cn is the amplitude of the double Compton 
effect, Bn is the amplitude of the bremsstrahlung 
of two photons, P is the amplitude of pair produc
tion upon collision of an electron with a positron, 
and D is the amplitude of scattering of a photon 
by a photon, taken in first approximation. In am
plitudes C and B account should be taken of the 
first radiative corrections, while second correc
tion should. be taken into account in ra and M. 

I am grateful to M. Terent'ev for useful dis
cussions. 
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